MCH, 5-7 October 2021
Are you ready for your next
digital transformation?

TheSmart
Company2021

Integrated. Transparent. Digitalized. Transforming. Business.

Are you ready for your next
digital transformation?

IN THE EXHIBITION AREA for The
Smart Company, you can find the latest
technology for digitalising production processes in one place, where the
advantages of integrating technology in
all of the company’s processes will be
demonstrated, when we gather the market’s leading companies as exhibitors.

“

Experience a unique
combination of exhibition,
conference and live theatre

TheSmart
Company2021

The Smart Company will focus
on themes like sustainability, AI
– artificial intelligence and security
in the supply chain management.

IN THE SMART COMPANY LIVE THEATRE, it is possible to follow a product
and its “digital twin” through the entire
process – from concept to finished product. Live demonstrations, held several
times throughout the day, illustrate how
the individual digital solutions work together in practice.

Integrated. Transparent. Digitalized. Transforming. Business.

Organised in collaboration with:

AT THE CONFERENCE SCENE you can
experience an international conference
programme, which is arranged in collaboration with AIM Denmark and AIDC
Denmark. Focus will be within topics like
sustainability, security, RFID, sensors,
visualisation, “digital twins”, artificial
intelligence and much more.

“

The Smart Company 2021
is a part of hi –Scandinavia’s
largest technology and
industry expo

TheSmart
Company2021

Experience five strong fields at
The Smart Company

In 2019, we
participated, as a gold
partner, at The Smart
Company area, which
was a new initiative at the time
being. Prior to the exhibition we
had the pleasure to cooperate
with an amazing team from MCH
and the other exhibitors, which
lead to three busy exhibition
days in Herning, and we look
forward to participating in 2021.
Jesper Rantala, CEO, Data Intelligence
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Automatic Data Capture

Control, follow-up and
monitoring

Integration with the company’s
IT systems

Advanced data analyses

“The Smart Company”

Once the amount and quality of collected
data grows, there will be a major advantage
in performing advanced data analyses, which
can make a crucial difference in certain competitive situations. With the help of advanced
data analyzes, workflows can be optimized,
waste minimized, and transparency can be
created in often complex processes.

Creating “digital twins” for production installations, tools and products, a whole new
world of advantageous economic conditions
opens. Digital completion of product design,
tests and simulations, quality assurance,
maintenance and troubleshooting can significantly reduce a company’s costs.

Monitoring the sensors and RFID on
materials, products, load carriers,
machines and equipment allows us
to achieve increased insight and full
transparency in both supply chains and
production. The ability to automatically
collect and store data is fundamental
for increased digitalisation of
production companies.

Automatic data capture allows us to
create transparency in the flow of goods
and to optimise warehouse sizes and
logistics. By obtaining the right software, you can analyse the collected data,
which can be used for tracking and
optimisation purposes, and especially for
avoiding standstills, reducing downtime
and improving the use of machines and
production lines.

Integrating digital production planning and
management with actual insight into production, storage, and product flow allows you to
increase productivity, security of supply and
quality. Therefore, digitalisation saves the
company resources, time, and money, and
converts expenses into profits.

Become an
exhibitor and
make your mark
on the future

TheSmart
Company2021

12m CONCEPT STAND
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LIVE THEATRE
The illustration is an example.

As a partner at the Live Theatre
you have an unique opportunity
to display your company’s
products and solutions together
with other suppliers, case studies
and collaboration partners.

TheSmart
CompanyLive Theatre
Integrated. Transparent. Digitalized. Transforming. Business.

The Smart Company
realise the significance
of Danish manufacturing companies becoming a part of a new digital
reality. They manage to attract
these companies and especially
participants with relevant commercial anchoring. A new reality
like AI and big data must create
value where it makes most sense,
and that is not necessarily in the
IT-department. At Google we
would like to help companies
enter a new digital reality and
The Smart Company is a good
platform for this.
Christian Stahl, Partner Manager, Google Cloud

A moderator will preside the theatre and
guide the audience through the digital
processes in a manufacturing company.
The scenes will be played by the theatre partners, who will demonstrate how
the integration of digital solutions can
increase the efficiency in any manufacturing company.
The Smart Company Live Theatre is a
unique possibility to experience application-oriented live demonstrations –
showing how constituent parts interact
in a SMART company.
The theatre will move through the companies’ processes with focus on themes
within AutoID-technologies (RFID, barcodes, RTLS), Automatic Data capture and
Visualisation.

The Smart Company is
a melting pot, where
production and new
technology is united.
This collection of technological
open-minded and problem
owners with real technical
challenges, are a perfect match
for Trifork. We are moved by
curiosity for new technology and
an eagerness to share our
experiences and knowledge.
Rasmus P. Bisgaard, Business Unit Leader, Trifork

As partner at the Theatre you get:
•	Opportunity to present and demonstrate your products and solutions 1:1
•	Exposure as theatre partner in connection with marketing, including visibility
on the hi website, etc.
•	Visibility in The Smart Company area with your company logo
•	Attractive location with targeted visibility
•	Option to purchase expo stand in connection with The Smart Company area
– Ask for special offer
Price:

DKK

25,000

The price is excluding VAT

Become an exhibitor and
make your clear mark on
the map of the future
You have two opportunities when it comes to exhibiting at
The Smart Company:

1

12m2 concept stand – easy and
convenient where we take care of
everything for you

2

Optional stand size with your
own design and stand building

Construction with lockable counters,
40” screen, shelf, print for the backwall,
bar table with chairs, carpet and lighting.

DKK

“

As an exhibitor at The Smart
Company 2021, you’ll be on the
front line as guests experience
the new technological landscape in a SMART company.

36,000

DKK

1,450

The price is excluding VAT

The price is excluding VAT

Incl. stand hire and registration fee

Registration fee DKK 4,250

pr. m2

“One measurement is
worth more than a
thousand opinions”
The objective real time
information concerning the good’s
movement are essential for optimisation of a company’s value chains
in today’s complex supply chains.
In The Smart Company you gain
an insight into how data is automatically created, handled and lead
to new and better decisions. We
will share our success stories from
implementations in 50 countries.
Keld Ole Nielsen, Director,
Business Development, Lyngsoe Systems

All exhibitors at The Smart Company get:
•	Targeted marketing of the area where your company is located
•	Attractive location next to The Smart Company Live Theatre and
conference area, with a high level of audience activity
•	Targeted visibility by uniting as an industry

TheSmart
Company2021
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Contact The Smart Company 2021
team, and join those already taking
the lead at the expo

Mona Jakobsen, Project manager
Tlf: +45 9926 9994
mj@mch.dk

Lene Villadsen, Sales and consultancy
Tel: +45 9926 9924
lvi@mch.dk

Christina Rosenlund, Ass. Project manager
Tel: +45 9926 9858
cro@mch.dk

Henrik Granau, Consultant, representative
for AIM Denmark and AICD in Denmark
Mob. +45 2183 2835
henrik@granau.net

